Abstract. Photothermal radiometry is a thermal method leading to the measurement of thermal diffisivity. In this paper we use a pseudo-random excitation. The measurement is accomplished by comparing the experimental results in phase, with some curves, calculated by a mathematical modelling (bidimensionnal and axisymetrical).
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INTRODUCTION
Among the various methods which allow for thermal diffisivity measurements, those that use thermal generated waves are becoming more developed and are currently reaching the industrial sector (Flash Method [1,2], Mirage Effect 133 ...). Photothermal radiometry is achieved without contact and is non destructive. There are usually two types of temporal excitation distributions that are used : pulsed or sinusoidai [4f. In the first case, the thermal relaxation of the sample surface is observed. In the second case, it is the amplitude and the phase that are measured. Henceforth, we propose to use an excitation of random type [5, 6, 7] (PRBS: Pseudo Random Binary Sequence). The afore mentioned method has a doubie interest in comparison with the other methods currently in use. There is less thermal stress on the sample than with pulsed excitation, and the multi-frequency analysis is faster than with sinusoidal excitation.
The diaisivity is deduced from the phase versus frequency curves. The analysis is supported by both the development of theoretical modelling, and a sensitivity study of the phase curves to the thermal diffusivity. The measurement is done by placing the experimental curve in a network of theoretical ones. The quality of this operation depends on two factors : -the first one is due to the equipment itself(time shift for example) -the second one is due to the lack of precision in the knowledge of samples that are considered as standards (thickness and volume absorption for example). In order to facilitate the use of this rather complex hnction, we have linearized the phase according to a first order Taylor series. This leads to a simplified expression of the phase versus the thermal diffisivity. To achieve that point, we must assume that all the other physical parameters (thickness, absorption,..) remain constant and independant of the thermal diisivity. The development of the phase in the neighbourhood of a value a. thus gives :
One can define a coefficient of sensitivity 191
The distribution of coefficient C versus the frequency (figure 1) permits an adequate choice of the ffequency range Af, for the measurement. Such a procedure can be applied for any other parameter of the theoretical modelling.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental set-up is described in figure 2 . Its main components are :
-a 500 mW pig-tailed laser diode,
-two off-axis parabolic mirrors, -a plane mirror, drilled in its middle in order to let the excitation beam go through (equivalent to a semi reflector blade),
-an MCT detector, 100 pm X 100 pm.
The inflared detector and the sample are placed at the optical foci of the system. A PC computer pilots the equipment, via two electronic cards (preamplifier and amplifier). The operator has the choice between a sinusoidal or a PRBS excitation. In the first case, the detection is handled by a lock-in card, whereas in the second case the system provides the impulsive response, which is later transformed in phase and amplitude by a FFT. Precautions were taken in order to attenuate major errors in the diffusivity measurement. The preamplifier and the detector bandwidthes are much larger than those of the analyzed signal itself. Typically, the equivalent excitation frequency range is [0,05 .. 500 Hz] whereas the amplifier bandwidth is P C .. 1 Mhz] ; the MCT being of broadband type, with a high cut-off of several Mhz. A DC connection was chosen in order to avoid any primary capacity induced phase shifts. This DC level, and its fluctuations, must be remove from the complete signal. A specific procedure is used, which at first occurs inside the preamplifier itself, with a dedicated electronic compensation circuit. In a second stage, a software corrects the signal from what may not have been completely filtered before.
First of all, the PRBS technique was validated by comparing its results with those given by a traditional and well-known method : lock-in detection. This study resulted in the distribution of the phase versus the fiequency, and the histogram of its standard deviation. Figure 3 shows two phase curves obtained on a glass blade of well known thermophysical parameters : one with a lock-in detection, and the other with the PRBS technique. The similarity of these results is obvious.
Zn order to build the histogram of the phase variations, several sample series were tested. They consist of various glass blades of the same diffusivity, but of different thicknesses and absorption coefficient. The Yaxis on the histogram shows the number of times (expressed in %) where the same variation is obtained, whatever the frequency and the sample. The successive classes of deviation are reported with their mean value on the X-axis. Figures 4 and S show the histograms respectively obtained with sinusoidal and PRBS excitation. On these two charts, one observes that 95 % of the deviations are less than to 0.5' in the case of the lock-in detection, and less than to 0.6' in the case of PRBS. Furthermore, one notes that the distribution is centered on 0.15" in the case of the lock-in detection, and centered on 0.5" in the case of PRBS. Consequently, if one considers a frequency individually taken, the PRBS technique is less precise than a traditional lock-in method. This disadvantage is largely diminished if a complete range of frequencies is taken into account. In order to evaluate the final precision of the method, measurements were performed on a series of glass blades of unique absorption coefficient (598mm1), but with various thicknesses. By the adjustement of the experimental phase curves in the theoretical network, a thermal diffusivity of 0.21 1 0 -~ m2s-1 +l-3.5% was deduced. Figure 6 depicts the result for the 2mm-thick blade.
CONCLUSION
The method that is proposed allows for in-situ diffusivity measurements of various samples : monolayers or bilayers, semitransparent or opaque. The spatial resolution is on the order of 500 pm. Dielectric materials can be tested without difficulty, whereas the limited power of the laser source makes the analysis of metals more problematic. The first layer can vary within the range a few pm -a few mm, and no special preparation of the sample is required. The method gives both the impulsive and the harmonic responses, thus allowing for a wider range of comparison with theoretical modellings.
Our fitrther field of study is oriented towards the simultaneous measurement of thickness and thermal di&sivity, in the case of semitransparent materials. 
